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RESEARCH PROFILE AND PROJECT TOPICS: 
 
The division “X-Ray Imaging and Computed Tomography” of the DKFZ aims at improving x-ray 
and CT imaging in all aspects, with a special focus on cancer detection and tumor characteri-
zation. While calibration, preprocessing and dose reduction applies to both, radiographic and 
tomographic imaging, sophisticated image reconstruction and artifact reduction techniques is 
our focus in CT and cone-beam CT research. This includes but is not limited to the develop-
ment of new methods to perform real-time imaging simultaneously to radiation treatment, 
the development of new registration and reconstruction algorithms to compensate for patient 
motion, the development of artifacts such as scattered radiation with methods such as deep 
neural networks, as well as the development of novel multi-spectral imaging techniques using 
state-of-the-art experimental and clinical photon-counting CT systems. Besides the develop-
ment and clinical implementation of innovative new methods and algorithms, the division en-
gages in the design and construction of new systems in terms of an experimental CT gantry 
and several table-top systems. Further, some of our projects aim at translating and adapting 
methods, originally developed for CT, to other imaging modalities such as MRI and PET. 
 
Project 1: Dynamic Long FOM PET/CT 
Positron emission tomography (PET) typically assesses a longitudinal patient region of about 
25 cm. Longer fields-of-measurement (FOMs) need to be covered by moving the patient bed 
to the next z-position. For a FOM of 1 m about 4 bed positions are needed. Very recently, two 
vendors introduced long FOM systems that simultaneously cover 1 m or more, without the 
need of changing the bed position. The advantage of such systems is not only increased scan 
speed but also disproportionately and thus drastically increased sensitivity. The PET/CT sys-
tem with the highest sensitivity currently available will be installed at the DKFZ soon, then 
being one of the first installations world-wide in clinical use. 
One key application currently discussed for PET/MR is the imaging of recurrent prostate 
cancer using the DKFZ-developed radiotracer 68Ga-PSMA targeting the prostate specific 
membrane antigen. Compared to standard choline-based tracers used for the detection of 
recurrent prostate cancer, 68Ga-PSMA offers significantly higher sensitivity and specificity, 
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thus improving lesion detectability. Currently, however, 68Ga-PSMA-PET/MR is limited by so-
called halo-artifacts, which may occur for some patients around organs with high activity up-
take, such as the kidneys and the bladder. The halo-artifacts are caused by improper scatter 
estimation, which is a necessity for accurate PET quantification. Current scatter estimation 
techniques as used in clinical routine, such as single scatter simulation (SSS), tend to overesti-
mate scatter resulting in the aforementioned artifacts. One aim of this project is to develop a 
scatter estimation and correction approach, considering both single and multiple scatter, 
which provides quantitative and artifact-free PET images and which is sufficiently fast to be 
applicable in clinical routine. The new method shall be based on a deep learning technique 
that is trained by Monte-Carlo scatter estimates. 
Another clinical key application of the long FOM PET/CT will be the dynamic assessment of 
the tracer distribution (not restricted to Ga-PSMA) over a time period of, say, 30 to 60 minu-
tes. During that period, however, patient motion occurs. Current reconstruction techniques 
either ignore the motion or they perform a gating to ensure that only data where no motion 
occurred enter the image. The aim here is to algorithmically perform a motion compensation 
of the PET rawdata. This requires a modified reconstruction algorithm, and it requires a mo-
tion estimation step, probably using machine learning techniques.  
The candidate will be developing a Monte-Carlo algorithm for PET and will be implementing a 
neural network capable of predicting the Monte-Carlo output. The candidate will further de-
velop a motion-compensated reconstruction algorithm. To validate the new methods, the 
candidate will compare the obtained results to results obtained using reference technologies, 
using simulations or using measurements of phantoms. All algorithms implemented shall be 
tested and evaluated using both simulated and measured PET data, acquired with the new 
clinical long field-of-view PET/CT device and with a modern clinical PET/MR system, both 
available at the DKFZ. 
 
Project 2: Tomographic Fluoroscopy 
Minimally-invasive procedures are a common tool in clinical practice and are widely used in 
angiography (e.g. cardio-vascular interventions) and oncotherapy (e.g. TACE (transarterial 
chemoembolization). Although C-arm systems are able to provide three-dimensional (cone-
beam tomographic) acquisitions of the target site, usually only two-dimensional (projective) 
x-ray images are used to guide the interventions as a) they provide real-time visual feed back 
(known as 2D fluoroscopy) and b) the administered radiation dose is low. To enable real-time 
low dose three-dimensional imaging (3D fluoroscopy) we had developed the Pridict method. 
However, its computation times were too long and the dose levels were still too high, by about 
a factor of eight. Establishing 3D fluoroscopy as a continuous 3D imaging method to guide 
minimally-invasive interventions would make procedures, safer, faster and more target di-
rected.  
The aim of this project is to overcome the mentioned limitations of 3D fluorsocopy and pro-
vide three-dimensional interventional guidance at dose levels equivalent to today’s 2D fluor-
oscopy. The key to success will be the heavy use of deep learning technology for image recon-
struction and the use of a dedicated gantry-based CT system. Prior work carried out in collab-
oration with the Stanford University has shown the goal to be potentially feasible if 4 projec-
tions are acquired simultaneously.  
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The candidate will develop and implement simulation and image reconstruction algorithms 
under python, tensorflow and C++. He/she will design phantom and, potentially, animal ex-
periments to be carried out in collaboration with interventional radiologists. Acquisitions shall 
be performed on both on the system available to the Department of Radiology of the Stanford 
University and on an experimental gantry that can be equipped with up to 3 x-ray sources and 
flat detectors available to the DKFZ. 
 
Project 3: Schreening with spectral CT 
CT acquires x-ray images from a multitude of projection angles to reconstruct an image of the 
patient. Future CT systems will be equipped with photon-counting x-ray detectors that, inhe-
rently, are able to distinguish and measure the energy of the incoming x-ray photons. Photon-
counting CT (PCCT), a very hot topic in the field, is just about to mature and thus little know-
ledge is available of how to best use them and to what clinical applications they lend themsel-
ves. Two photon-counting CT systems are available for this project. An experimental gantry-
based system that was built in-house and that is equipped with photon-counting flat detectors 
(Dectris Santis) dedicated to preclinical CT imaging. And the first clinical PCCT system dedica-
ted to diagnostic clinical CT imaging (Siemens Alpha). 
Radiological imaging offers promising prospects for the early detection of diseases. In Ger-
many, the legal framework for such examinations was recently created by the Radiation Pro-
tection Law. In the near future, a lung cancer screening program will be established that is 
based on low dose x-ray CT exams. The technological requirements will be such that most of 
the modern CT systems are eligible for doing such screening exams. In the future, new tech-
niques such as PCCT, will help to make screening even more efficient and to significantly in-
crease the benefit-to-risk ratio. Moreover, a number of spin-off effects may be generated 
from such future exams: Breast cancer screening, bone densitometry or the assessment of 
coronary calcifications, just to give a few examples. All these can be assessed during a lung 
cancer screening scan if the underlying CT technology is sufficiently dose-efficient, of high spa-
tial resolution and has the capability of doing spectral assessment. In other words, this comes 
within reach with the help of PCCT. 
The goal of the project is to pave the way to these new possibilities. This requires not only an 
optimization or adaptation of scan protocols. It requires the development of new reconstruc-
tion technology, also based on deep learning, to become more dose-efficient, to eliminate 
motion artifacts of the heart, and to support the detection of small lesions or the assessment 
of micro-calcifications. The candidate will develop new scan protocols, new image reconstruc-
tion algorithms and design experiments, for simulation and for measurements, to demonst-
rate and validate the claims. He/she will be involved in the acquisition of in-vivo data, will 
reconstruct and analyze the data and will develop new spectral CT applications and protocols. 


